A key challenge for the design of advanced adsorbents is to introduce functional modules for in vivo detection, magnetically controlled movement, or external control of the adsorption capacity. Pressure induced gate opening due to structural transformations is an impressive step towards externally triggered adsorption phenomena in gate pressure MOFs. 5 Quite recently the optically induced pore opening was proposed 6 and the influence of a static magnetic field on the adsorption properties and crystallization of MOFs was studied in situ. 7 However, the external manipulation of MOFs remains a challenge.
For magnetic manipulation, the use of intrinsic magnetic MOF properties seems limited due to the limited cooperative interactions in inorganic-organic networks. In the following we propose the integration of superparamagnetic functionality into MOF composites using iron oxide nanoparticles. Owing to a high magnetization, superparamagnetic functionalization enables rapid separation of the MOF catalyst from the reaction media in a static magnetic field, while in the absence of an external field no aggregation of the MOF composites is observed due to zero magnetization. Hence another potential use for those magnetically functionalized, highly porous systems emerges. MOFs have been shown to be promising candidates for drug-delivery applications. 8 Since superparamagnetic nanoparticles heat up in an alternating magnetic field, 9 our magnetic functionalization approach allows to heat up the adsorbent and thus causes an externally triggered burst release. In consequence of the good dispersibility, magnetically functionalized MOFs allow for the combination of high drug loading capacities with a trigger mechanism which is easily activated from outside the organism.
Three MOFs, namely AlOH(ndc) (DUT-4), AlOH(bpdc) (DUT-5) and Cu 3 (btc) 2 (HKUST-1), have been functionalized as model systems with superparamagnetic magnetite particles. The known affinity between magnetite surfaces and carboxylate groups 10 of organic linker molecules is thereby used to stabilize magnetic nanoparticles against agglomeration. Additionally the coated particles are surface-activated and can act as seeds for the growth of metal-organic frameworks. Uncaptioned iron oxide nanoparticles have been prepared via a slightly modified coprecipitation procedure described in the literature. 11 The Al-based MOFs and the Cu 3 (btc) 2 have been prepared according to methods developed recently, 12 magnetic functionalization was thereby achieved through the heteronucleation of the porous networks on the outer surface of the magnetic nanoparticles resulting in products entitled as M-DUT-4, M-DUT-5 and M-HKUST-1. Due to the rapid MOF particle growth, the magnetic nanoparticles are in this way embedded into polycrystalline MOF aggregates without altering their magnetic properties but forming a strong interaction between the two functional components. Fig. 1 shows that under the given reaction conditions a homogeneous green magnetic product is obtained in the case of M-HKUST-1 (light brown in the case of the Al-MOFs) consisting of crystalline Cu 3 (btc) 2 and g-Fe 2 O 3 (maghemite) particles. The amount of magnetic particles in the composite can be adjusted by using different volumes of magnetite dispersion and ranges between 5 and 15 wt% for the prepared samples according to elemental analyses. Magnetic measurements show that superparamagnetism of the utilized magnetic particles is retained for the composite materials (see and S7, ESIw). The inclusion of the magnetic particles into the MOF-matrix is supported by TEM investigations as can be seen in Fig. 2c . The darker areas of higher electron density are attributed to the iron oxide whereas the lighter areas represent the surrounding MOF matrix. The magnetic nanoparticles are embedded in between the MOF flake-like particles of DUT-5. The primary particle size of the included magnetic particles is about 10 to 20 nm, which is consistent with the values from the literature, and is thus too large to be incorporated inside the MOF micropores.
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As expected, using polyfunctional stabilizers leads to agglomerates of the iron oxide nanoparticles of about 50 to 70 nm in size. This aggregation is also proven by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements of magnetite dispersions in solutions of polycarboxylic acids (see Fig. S8, ESIw) .
Cyanosilylation of benzaldehyde using trimethylsilylcyanide (TMSCN) has proven to be a valuable test reaction for the Lewis acidity of metal-organic frameworks 13 and was therefore used as a model reaction to demonstrate the suitability of magnetically functionalized MOFs for catalytic applications. Products obtained by cyanosilylation can be converted directly to cyanohydrins. These molecules are important precursors for the synthesis of fine chemicals or pharmaceuticals since a large number of different functional groups are accessible via conversion of cyanohydrins.
14 As a representative, M-DUT-4 was tested in cyanosilylation of benzaldehyde (see ESIw for experimental details). In order to demonstrate efficient magnetic separation DUT-4 and M-DUT-4 were directly compared in the cyanosilylation (Fig. 3) .
DUT-4 produces a quantitative yield after 12 hours, M-DUT-4 yields 79% of product after the same reaction time. Quantitative yields using M-DUT-4 are obtained after 24 hours. Differences in the catalytic performances can be assigned to the lower overall content of MOF in the M-DUT-4 catalyzed reaction (g-Fe 2 O 3 content 14.3 wt%, according to elemental analysis). A filtration test proved the heterogeneous nature of the reaction mechanism. The pristine DUT-4 sample had to be filtered off by a syringe filter (0.45 mm), while the M-DUT-4 catalyst could be separated by using a permanent magnet (Fig. S9, ESIw) . Since filters rapidly block especially when fine powdered catalysts are used, the magnetic separation method has proven to significantly facilitate separation of the catalyst. As mentioned above, magnetic MOFs are promising candidates for drug delivery applications. Magnetic particles heat up in an alternating magnetic field, 16 a phenomenon so far mainly studied for medical applications (hyperthermia). 17 However, the high porosity and drug loading capacities, adaptable functionality and biodegradability render nanosized MOFs as highly promising drug delivery systems. 18 The superparamagnetic functionalization described here introduces a new external trigger mechanism for MOFs as well as enhanced imaging capabilities and therefore further improves the functionality and versatility of MOF materials for drug delivery applications. In Fig. 4 the externally triggered heating of M-HKUST-1 is monitored at a frequency of 183 kHz and a magnetic field strength of 1.7 kA m
À1
. A specific absorption rate (SAR) of 11.1 W g À1 (M-HKUST-1) was calculated from the slope of the curve which is equivalent to 105.7 W g À1 (Fe). This value is among the higher values reported in the literature, which can be explained by the nearly optimal size of the g-Fe 2 O 3 particles of about 16 nm, for which the highest SARs were experimentally observed. 17 In addition, we have loaded the magnetic M-HKUST-1 with ibuprofen using a wet infiltration technique and measured the release of drug from the sample at different temperatures (see ESIw for detailed descriptions). The release rate of ibuprofen from the network can be significantly accelerated at higher temperature (Fig. 4) . A supplementing concept to externally trigger the release mechanism is to use a thermally removable, pore-blocking capping agent, a concept recently developed for mesoporous silica nanoparticles. 19 Another field of interest is targeted drug delivery, which is also well studied for silica based delivery systems. 20 Additionally, despite specific surface functionalizations an external static magnetic field could also be used for directed accumulation in certain body tissues if magnetic drug carriers are used. In our opinion the variety of possible capping mechanisms and the versatility in the MOF chemistry will lead to further improvements for MOF-based drug-delivery systems.
Summarizing, the superparamagnetic functionalization of metal-organic frameworks was demonstrated for the first time by integrating superparamagnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles into polycrystalline MOF aggregates. The concept allows the external manipulation of highly microporous MOFs for efficient catalyst separation. Furthermore magnetically induced heating introduces for the first time an external control to trigger the release rate of drugs by an alternating field, which is promising for biomedical applications. The arrows indicate the initial release rates for ibuprofen at 20 and 40 1C, respectively.
